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COMPUTATION OF SURFACE WAVE D ISPERSION FOR 
MULT ILAYERED ANISOTROPIC  MEDIA  
BY DAVID G. HARKR[DER AND DON L. ANDERSON 
ABSTRACT 
With the program described in this paper it is now possible to compute surface wave dispersion 
in a solid heterogeneous halfspace containing up to 200 anisotropic layers. 
Certain discrepancies in surface wave observations, uch as disagreement between Love 
and Rayleigh wave data and other independent vidence, suggest ~hat anisotropy may be 
important in some seismological problems. In order to study the effect of anisotropy on surface 
wave dispersion aprogram was written for an IBM 7090 computer which will compute disper-- 
sion curves and displacements for Rayleigh waves in a layered halfspaee in which each layer is 
transversely isotropie. A simple redefinition of parameters makes it possible to use existing 
programs to compute Love wave dispersion. 
INTaODUCmION 
The techniques described in previous papers (Dorman et al., 1960; Press et al., 
1961) for computing dispersion of surface waves in multilayered isotropic media 
have been extended so that each layer may be transversely isotropie with an axis 
of symmetry perpendicular to the layering. The motivation for this extension is the 
suggestion (Anderson, 1961) that anisotropy may be responsible for certain dis- 
crepaneies in surface wave data. These discrepancies include disagreement between 
Love wave and Rayleigh wave studies of both velocity and particle motion. The 
basic theory is developed in such a way that direct comparison with Itaskell's 
(1953) original work on isotropie layers is possible at each stage. Final mathe- 
matical results are in the form of matrix elements which replace those of Haskell 
and are arranged in a manner convenient for computation. 
RAYLEI@H WAVES 
As in the isotropic case (Haskell, 1953; Dorman et al., 1960) the theoretical basis 
for the computation of Rayleigh type surface wave dispersion in a layered aniso 
tropic halfspace is the vector equation relating the motion-stress vectors at the top 
and the bottom of each layer 
u~ = D~g-*tr~*_l (1) 
where Um= (~,~/c, ~b,,/c, ~,~, r ,  0 . The quantities ~,~ and w,,~ are the horizontal 
and vertical particle velocities associated with Rayleigh type motion. ~,~ and rm 
are the normal and tangential stresses. The asterisk on the U*_I vector indicates 
the side of the m m layer next to the (m - 1) ~ layer. D~ and E~ are given in Ander- 
son (1961). 
Since the boundary conditions and the form of the vector equation (1) are the 
same as for Haskell's (1953) isotropic layer formulation, we can make use of the 
matrix algebra performed by Haskell in obtaining the period equation. Thus all 
that needs to be done is to evaluate Ej~ ~, which is the inverse of E,~ , and the 
matrix product DmEj~ 1, and then to give the period equation in terms of the matrix 
elements which are to replace Haskell's. 
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Taking the matrix relation (44) from Anderson (1961) and arranging columns 
as in Haskell (1953) we have 
where 
Em = 
- 1 0 1 0 
0 i.y~ 0 i'~2,. 
iX.,~ 0 iX~m 0 
0 Y~., 0 Y~m_ 
X.~ = C~'/~,~r~ + iF,~ 
(2) 
X~ = C~'y2.~r~.~ ~- iF~ 
The above E~ differs from. Anderson's (1961) by the common factor ik which 
has been factored out and by two new quantities r.~ and r~,~ defined by the relations 
- -  /22m r.~ - ~1.~ and r~.~ (3) 
ik ik 
which have the same sign criteria as Haskell 's (1953) r .... and rz~ or 
for values of c such that 2 ra.~, ~,. > 0 
r.~, ~,,, = - i  [ r.~, ~ / for values of c such that r2 .... z.,, <0  
For the isotropic case r.,o, ~.~ reduce to Haskell's. 
Rearranging Anderson's (1961) equation (46) to be consistent with E.~ we have 
cos P~ i sin P~ cos Qm i sin Q~ 
! 
-71~ sin Pm i71,n cos P.~ -7~m sin Q.~ i'y2,~ cos Q~ I 
D~ = I (4) 
~iY.~. sin P~ Y.~ cos P~ iYem sin Q~ 
where 
Pm = kr..~d~ and Q. ,= kr~dm 
The inverse of E~ is then given by 
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Em 1 = 
--a.,X~,. 0 - ia~ 0 
0 - ib,~ Y~ 0 -bray2,. 
am X .  m 0 iam 0 
0 ib~ Y.m 0 bm 7~m 
(~) 
where 
1 1 
a~ - and b,~ = 
Xc lm - -  X~m ~/lm Y~m - -  ~Y2m Y~m 
and therefore by (2) 
1 
am = Cm('h~ r~ -- "Y2~ r~m) (6) 
and 
b~ = 
L~(~ m r~ - ~2~ r.~) 
and by  Anderson's  (1961) equat ion (13) we have 
r~fn em 
~ = i (p~ c2 L~ - C~ __ r~m) = ~glm r.m 
(p,. c 2 L~ C~ 2 = ig~ rs.~ 
- -  - -  r~m) 
(7) 
which are real or imaginary  depending on whether r .... ~ are imaginary  or real, 
since gl,~, 2~ are real for r .... ~ real. F rom the above we see that  X~ and X~ 
are always pure imaginary  and therefore a~ is also imaginary.  Thus we will define 
the real quantiCies X*  m , X~* and a~* by 
or  
Xa m • , .X  • = ~X. . . .  X~ m = ~ ~ and am = iam* (8) 
, 1 
am 
X* X*  ~m - -  C~m 
Also from the above 
ya  m 2 2 = P~flm r~m(1 @ gi.~) 
f ,  ff m 2 2 
(9) 
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where ~2 = L,~/p,~; 5m being the velocity of horizontally traveling SV motion in 
the m ~h layer. 
therefore 
where 
1 b~ = - i  (10) 
2 
Pm ~m r.~ r~ g12m 
gl2m = glm - -  g2m 
E- t  Carrying out the matrix multiplication for a,~ = D~ m we have as the elements of 
this product 
(a,~)~t = am*[X~* cos P,~ - X~.~* cos Q,~] 
(a~)n=i l  ( t+g%,) (s inPm~ 
a,~ [cos Pm -- COS qm] (am)~ = * 
(am),~ = i [ g~. = (sinP_____~] 
pm ~m g12m \ ra,n / 
+ 
/ 1 /  gl2,~ \ r#~ /d  
+ gx~ (sin Q ,~ 
p.~ fl.,2gt2.~ k r~,~ /_1 
=.  *r X* ~r X* (am)~t *a.~ [-- am gl,~L am sin P.~) + ~m g2m(r~., sin Qm)] 
(am)~ - gt~(1 + g2m) cos Pm g2m(1 + glm) cos Qm 
gl2m g12m 
za,~ [--gl~(r.,. sin P,~) + g%~(r~ sin Q~)] (am) 2a ="  * 
(am)24 -- gl~g2~ [cosP~ -- cosQ~] 
X~[cos P~ Qm] (a,~)~t = --am X~m -- cos 
I ( ~ (1 "-}-gig,,)(sin Q~_) 1 (1 + g2,~) s inP~ X~*. 
(a~)a2 = i X*,~ g12., \ r.m / g12,~ \ r~  /u  
$r X* * (am)aa = am [--  ..~ c08 P~ "-}- X~ cos Qm] 
(am)a4=i X.~~ 2 
(am)4t = ~am" *[X#~,p,~flm2(l* + g]m)(r~,~sinP.~) -- X*momflm~(l 4- g2~)(r~sinQm)] 
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(a~)42 = --p~ ¢~ (1 + g~) (1 -t- g2m) [cos P~ -- cos Qm] 
gl2m 
(am) 43 iam* 2 = p~.~[ (1  ~-gt~) ( r .~s inP~)  -- (1 ~-g~)(r~, , ,s iuQ,~)]  
(am)44 (1 + g~m) g2,. cos Pm+ (1 + g2~) g~ cos Qm 
gl2m gl=,~ 
For the isotropic case we have 
2 Pm 2 Y~., = pmcr.m3%, Y~ = - - - - c  ('ym -- 1) 
rom 
X ~ 2 , 2 
. 1 
a ,~-  gl,~ = 1 
Pm C 2 
2 1 c 
g2.~ ---= - -~- -  g12~ - -  2 2 
rt~m f lu  r~m 
and substituting these values in am we obtain the am given by Haskell (1953). 
Also the same matrix elements are real or imaginary in this horizontally isotropie 
case for the a~ matrix as in Haskell's pure isotropic case. Now, carrying through 
the boundary conditions, i.e. continuity of motion-stress vectors across welded solid 
to solid interfaces, no sources at infinity in the halfspace, and zero normal and 
tangential stresses at the free surface, we finally obtain as in Haskell 
[KN - LM]  + [NG - LH][T] = 0 (12) 
where 
T - (;rl 
tO~/c 
and ¢~ and u,~ are the normal stress and the vertical displacement respectively at 
the solid-liquid interface if a surface liquid layer is present. In that case 
T = iT*  = i P_L c 2 tanPz  (13) 
ra t 
I f  no surface liquid layer is present hen T = 0 aL the free surface and we obtain 
the same expression as Haskell. In this particular anisotropic ase the following 
quantities are imaginary and are redefined as shown, where A = a~_~ . . .  al 
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Aj~ = *Ajk where j + /c is an odd ingeger 
L = iL*  
M = iM*  
G = iG* 
and relation (12) for the existence of surface waves becomes 
F - [KN + L'M*] -- [G*N - L*H][T*] = 0 (i4) 
where 
K = a~ X~i r .~ IA ,2  ( 1 + g2~) A22 + a~* I r.~ I A a* g2~ A42 
gi2~ p. B~2gi2~ 
L* *X* =-an  ~. l r.n lAll (1 + g2~) A~* - a~* i r .  ~ I A~ g2~ 
gi2~ p~/~2gi2~ 
A* 
M* *X*  * * * = --a~ ~A12-a~ Aa2+ (1 + gi~) A22 @ gi~ A42 
G $ $X* = - -an  ~n l ran lA l~ 
gi2~ P~ t~.2gi% 
*X* A *A (1 -}- g~) A*a - g~'~ * 
H = -a .  ~ la - a~ 8a - g12~ I rz,,l" p~6~gl2~ r~ l  A4a 
• ~r, A (1 @ gin) • gl~ • 
and where the subscript n represents he hMfspace. 
Again, for the case of isotropic media, these relations reduce to the ones defined in 
Haskell (1953). 
Love WAVES 
It is shown in Anderson (1962) that upon substitution of the following pseudo- 
parameters 
Nl'~m1112 
and 
~,~'= (Lm.N,~) I/2 (16) 
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into the motion-stress vector equation matrix a~ L the matrix is equivalent to the 
isotropie matrix for Love waves (Haskell, 1953) where d~, the m ~h layer thickness, 
is replaced by d J  and u~l the rn th layer isotropic rigidity, is replaced by t~ r. The 
quantities Nm and L~ are the mth layer directional rigidities as defined in Anderson 
(1961) for horizontally isotropie layers. The isotropic layer is a special ease of the 
above where Nm = L~ = um and we have d~' =dm and ~ '  = ~m • Expressions in 
ttaskell's Love formulation containing the isotropic shear velocity are the same in 
this anisotropic ase with shear velocity being replaced by the shear velocity of 
horizontally traveling SH waves. 
With the substitution of these pseudo-parameters in the halfspace relations, 
the period equation for Love type surface waves in in - 1) horizontally isotropic 
layers overlying a horizontally isotropic halfspace is identical with the period equa- 
tion obtained in Itaskell and used as the basis of ealeulation of Love wave disper- 
sion in the computer program described in Press et al. (1961). 
Therefore for the calculation of Love type dispersion in multilayered horizontally 
isotropic media, one simply substitutes the pseudo-parameters defined above for 
the individual ayer rigidities and thicknesses into a program for calculating iso- 
tropic Love wave dispersion based on the ttaskell matrix formulation such as the 
one described in Press et al. (1961). 
METUO9 OF COMPUTATmN 
Unfortunately, for the general ease of Rayleigh type dispersion, it is not possible 
to define pseudo-parameters and use a previous program for isotropic layers as in 
Love dispersion. Therefore a new program was written for horizontally isotropie 
layers. This program is written in FORTRAN for the IBM 7090 and can be used 
to find the dispersion (phase velocity versus period) and displacement at each 
interface for Rayleigh type motion in problems involving up to 200 solid hori- 
zontally isotropic layers over a solid horizontally isotropie halfspaee. In addition, 
a liquid layer can be inserted at the free surface above this array. Since the case of 
a three-dimensionally isotropic layer is a special ease of the horizontally isotropic 
layer where the vertical and horizontal elastic constants are equal, it is possible to 
use this program in problems involving a mixture of isotropic and horizontally 
isotropic layers. 
The general computational procedure is to find the zeroes of the F function (14), 
which is a function of phase velocity, wave number, and the four elastic constants 
of the layers. The program flow is similar to the program described in Press et al. 
(1961), in that the zeroes of the F function are determined by initially specifying 
the phase velocity and a trial value of the wave number k. The elements of the 
an matrix are formed for each layer and then multiplied by the matrix for the layer 
below it, starting with the solid layer nearest he free surface. After the matrix 
product for all the layers have been calculated, the quantities for the halfspaee are 
calculated and combined with the layer product matrix elements to obtain the 
quantities defined in (15). If a liquid surface layer is present, T* is calculated next. 
These numerical values are then combined to obtain a numerical value of the F 
function (14). The F function is formed so that its value is positive for k's less than 
the root in the gravest mode. New trial values of/~ (of increasing or decreasing size 
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depending on the sign of the initial Y value) specified by Ak, which is an input 
parameter, are used to calculate new values of the F function until a change in sign 
of F is detected. Linear interpolation and extrapolation are then repeatedly used 
to find smaller F vahies until ]c's of different F sign are within the precision interval 
desired. The resulting interpolated value of/~ is the root to the required precision. 
The root k is then used to recalculate he elements used to evaluate Y. These new 
elements are combined to form the horizontal to vertical particle velocity amplitude 
ratio at the free surface or, if a liquid surface layer is present, o form the same ratio 
in the solid at the liquid solid interface. The group velocity is computed by numeri- 
cal differentiation f the phase velocity values. This is done by perturbing the phase 
velocity by a small amount and then finding a new k root to be used in the difference 
relation. If displacements at depth are desired, the program will now calculate the 
particle velocity ratios at each interface normalized to the surface vertical velocity 
by iterative use of (1) using the previously calculated horizontal to vertieM surface 
ratio as the initial value. 
The phase velocity is decremented byan input specified amount, and then a new 
k using the previous root as a trial k and group velocity are calculated by repeating 
the above procedure. The order of normal mode calculated is controlled by an 
input which determines the sign of F for/~'s less than the root and the initial trial 
k and Ak being in a region such that the root finding process gives the desired mode 
root. 
SOME PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
As in Press et al. (1961), numbers of the order of exp k di where di is the 
i TM layer thickness, are involved in the calculation of F. Therefore as the phase 
velocity decreases and the values of k increase, the larger root values of lc will lead 
to machine overflow, even in floating point arithmetic, if the total number of 
layers remains constant. Thus when the elements in the F factor become large 
enough to cause a machine overflow, the program will automatically reduce the 
number of layers used in the calculation, starting with the halfspace and proceeding 
toward the free surface. This process will continue to eliminate layers with shear 
velocity greater than the phase velocity until the elements in the F function no 
longer cause an overflow. Then before proceeding to calculate the new root, the 
program will recalculate he root for the preceding phase velocity in order to verify 
that no loss in precision of k was caused by layer reduction. 
For isotropie layers, the quantities r~ and r~,~ are either eal or imaginary for all 
real values of phase velocity. However, as will be discussed in a later paper, for 
even very slight departures from isotropy, there exist regions of real phase velocity 
for which r~,  ~ will be complex for layers in the array. Unfortunately these regions 
may occur for phase velocities which would be part of the real dispersion curve if 
all the layers were completely isotropie. Computing complex dispersion for more 
than one layer is extremely difficult and therefore was not attempted in this pro- 
gram. Therefore, when a phase velocity is such that r .... ~,~ becomes complex for 
one of the layers, the machine automatically converts this layer and all other 
layers in the array for which r .... ~ is complex to equivalent isotropic layers. The 
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new isotropic layers use the horizontal compressional nd the horizontal SV 
velocities for their eompressional nd shear velocities respectively. The program 
then recalculates the root for the preceding phase velocity in order to estimate the 
degree of error in making the anisotropic layers isotropic. If the error is large the 
ease can be re-run with a greater number of layers approximating a given velocity 
gradient. 
Unlike the program described in Press et al. (1961), there is no double precision 
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FIG.  1. Output  fo rmat  for  an isot rop ie  Ray le igh  wave  d ispers ion  ca lcu la t ion .  
feature built into the program to handle a loss of significance in root differences for 
group velocity calculations. This error may occur in regions where k is a slowly 
varying function of phase velocity and can be corrected by increasing the phase 
velocity perturbation factor used in the group velocity calculation. Therefore all 
group velocities in regions of slowly varying lc or period should be graphically 
verified. 
RESULTS 
For 20 horizontally isotropic layers overlying a halfspace, the program will 
calculate 10 values of phase and group velocity in roughly 2 minutes. 
Figure 1 shows a sample calculation for 20 layers. At two phase velocities r~m, ~ 
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became complex and for the rest of the calculations the layers with complex r~, e,~ 
were assumed isotropie. These were layers 15 and 16 at a phase velocity of 1.4, and 
layers 9 and 10 at a phase velocity of 0.9. Figure 2 shows the results for a displace- 
ment at depth calculation. 
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FIG. 2. Output format of displacement at depth calculation. 
The notation is as follows: 
D Thickness 
ALPHA Horizontal traveling compressional wave velocity 
BETA Horizontal traveling SV wave velocity 
RHO Density 
PHI Squared ratio of vertical to horizontal traveling eompressional wave 
velocity 
NADA Squared ratio of 45 ° to horizontal traveling compressional wave 
velocity 
KD Dimensionless wave number with respect o top layer 
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T 
C, U 
W* 
N 
M 
vM/wo, 
wM/wo 
Period in same time units as associated with layer velocities 
Phase and group velocity in same units as layer velocities 
Ratio of horizontal to vertical displacement at top of solid nearest 
free surface 
Number of layers including half space used in computation. Change 
in N indicates automatic layer reduction is operative. 
Interface at which displacement is calculated starting at free sur- 
face. Repeated number indicates liquid-solid interface. 
Horizontal and vertical displacement at M tl~ interface with respect 
to vertical displacement at free surface (FORTRAN floating 
point notation) 
2.0 
LIJ 
(/3 
LO 
D 
o S h i  > 
o 
0.~ ~ ''~-:'~ 
fK... 
• ANrSOTROPIC 
• - - .o - - -  ISOTROPIC  
! 
o ioo 200 300 400 500 
PERJ0D (MSEC.) 
FIG. 3. Sample effect of horizontal isotropy on Rayleigh wave dispersion curves. 
The dispersion curves in figure 3 illustrate the effect of horizontal isotropy for 
the case computed in figure 1. The anisotropic urve is drawn from the values in 
figure 1, and the isotropic curve is for the same case with the exception that the 
anisotropy factors PH I  and NADA are equal to unity. Although the program 
assumption of making layers 9 and 10 isotropic appears to give a large error of 
approximately 6 sec at a phase velocity of 0.9 in figure 1, the actual effect on the 
phase velocity curve is slight as seen in figure 3. Note the scattering of group 
velocity points near the group velocity minimum due to a lack of significance in 
the root k differences used in the group velocity calculation. 
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